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Industry trends: Use of NIST Cyber Security Framework

► NIST Cybersecurity framework 

► Recommended by ASIC

► Operational focus

► Simple to communicate to board

► Current client focus is investing in Identify, 

Detect and Respond 
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What are others doing? An appropriate response

► Completing a cyber health check -

understanding risk today

► Undertaking security testing –

understanding risk today

► Developing policy & standards framework 

– creating the baseline

► Defining a clear operating model and 

governance for cyber - clarity

► Building visibility of cyber risk at risk 

committee - accountability
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What are others doing? An appropriate response

► Extending visibility of cyber risk into 3rd 

parties – key risk mitigation

► Mapping out their actual cyber threats –

making it real

► Extending visibility of “detect” capability –

key risk mitigation

► Investing in cyber awareness – building the 

right people behaviours

► Focusing on hygiene factors – building 

discipline

► Move to quality in security – not IT Outsourcing
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What are others doing? Growth in cyber insurance

► A means of transferring some of your cyber risk 

to your insurer, whilst retaining risk in the 

business in accordance with your risk appetite

► Policies may cover some or all of the following:

► Cost of forensic experts

► Notification expenses

► Public relations

► Business interruption costs

► Cost of credit monitoring for customers

► Legal cost

► Regulatory fines

► Indirect costs (loss of business, damage to 

brand) generally not covered

You need to know:

► What are your key risk scenarios (e.g. data breach, 

denial of service)

► What are the potential losses under the headings 

above

► What can you do now to manage the risk, limit the loss
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